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Abstract
Morphology is a linguistic discipline analyzing the internal components of words in expression of syntactical roles. In the case
of syntetic languages, the morphemes are the primary tools to determine the meaning of the words. Due to the big variety and
irregularity of morphology, it is a big challange in computational linguistics to develop an eﬃcient learning method for induction
of morpholological rules. In he presented work, the inﬂection rules are considered as string transformation rules and to improve
the generalization property, a concept decision approach was involved into the rule induction algorithm. The proposed method
supports an eﬃcient generalization capability and it provides a better classiﬁcation accuracy for untrained cases.
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1. Morpheme analysis
Morphology is a linguistic discipline analyzing the internal components of words in expression of syntactical roles.
In the case of syntetic languages, the morphemes are the primary tools to determine the meaning of the words. The
most widely used implementation forms of morpheme units are the aﬃxes.
The transformation of a word into a diﬀerent form is called inﬂection in general. It is assumed that there are rules
and patterns in every language for the word inﬂection.
Usually, the inﬂection rule is based on concatenative morphology [1]. In this case, the diﬀerent components
(morphemes) can be composed into a sequence and there is a clear boundary between the diﬀerent components. On
the other hand, some languages use non-concatenative morphology rules, too. The past tense of irregular verbs in
the English language is based on this kind of transformation. In the Ngiti [2] language, the plural form of a noun is
generated by replacing the last two syllables with high tone syllables. For example the singular kama has the plural
form ka´ma´.
A transformed word has usually a stem part which relates to the base lexeme word. The inﬂectional part denotes
the modiﬁed parts of the word. Considering the inﬂectional part, it can be subcategorized [3] based on the position of
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the modiﬁcation: preﬁx, suﬃx and inﬁx part. The preﬁx part occurs at the beginning of the word, the suﬃx is at the
end of the word and the inﬁx part is within the stem word. The circumﬁx denotes the case where both preﬁx and suﬃx
parts are used. Based on the degree of morphology transformations in the words, there are isolating and polysynthetic
languages. Isolating languages do not use any morphological transformations, while polysynthetic languages allow
considerable number of inﬂectional morphemes for a lexeme word. Another categorization system is based on the
meaning of the suﬃx or preﬁx parts. In case of fusional languages, the same morpheme unit can express many
diﬀerent semantic roles at the same time. For example, the morpheme s in the word walks denotes the following
properties: present tense, singular and 3rd person. The other group of languages is called agglomerative languages
as they use a unique morpheme for every semantic role. These morpheme units are usually well separable from each
other.
Due to the big variety and irregularity of morphology, it is a big challange in computational linguistics to develop
an eﬃcient learning method for induction of morpholological rules. In the literature, current tools are primarily
tailored only on the simple concatenative morphology using no fusional components. The TASR method [4] for
example builds up a tree of suﬃx rules based on the training samples. The method provides eﬃcient execution cost
characteristics but it’s ineﬃcient in generalization of the rules for untrained data.
The selected language for investigation is the Hungarian language which is a synthetic language using bound
morphemes. Bound morphemes are character sequences which can be used only as a part of an inﬂected lexeme. The
language uses a relational synthesis where a root word is extended with bound morphemes. The main aﬃx type is the
suﬃx:
bara´taitokhoz = bara´t +a +i +tok +hoz =
friend +Ger +Plur, s +Ger, your +to =
to your friends
Hungarian is an agglutinative language. The main diﬃculties of the inﬂection system are caused by the vowel
harmony rule. This means that the form of the morpheme depends on the vowel properties of the stem part. Another
characteristic of the inﬂection is that the aﬃx part can modify the stem part, too. Take a look at the examples in table
1.
Table 1. Accusative case in the Hungarian language
Base word Accusative case
so¨r so¨rt
bot botot
kefe kefe´t
malom malmot
In general, the morpheme for the accusative is t, but in the join operation both morpheme parts can be adapted and
modiﬁed to each other.
In our work, a the inﬂection rules are considered as string transformation rules and to improve the generalization
property, a concept decision approach was involved into the rule induction algorithm.
2. Methods for morphology induction
2.1. TASR
The very ﬁrst algorithm that we tried was TASR [4] or the tree of suﬃx rules which is a simple method for learning
word suﬃxes using a tree. Let’s have a look at some deﬁnitions to understand the TASR method.
Suﬃx rule LHS → RHS is a suﬃx rule where LHS is the left-hand suﬃx and RHS is the right-hand suﬃx. This
means that LHS from the input will be transformed to RHS in the output.
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Aligned suﬃx rule The LHS → RHS suﬃx rule is aligned with the LHS ′ → RHS ′ suﬃx rule iﬀ LW = con (s, LHS ) =
con (s′, LHS ′) and RW = con (s,RHS ) = con (s′,RHS ′) where con means string concatenation and s, s′ ∈ Σ∗ are pre-
ﬁxes and LW,RW ∈ Σ∗ are arbitrary words.
Suﬃx rules frequency f req (LHS → RHS ) > f req (LHS ,RHS ′) iﬀ
|{(LW,RW) | LW = con (s, LHS ) ∧ RW = con (s,RHS )}| > |{(LW,RW) | LW = con (s, LHS ) ∧ RW = con (s,RHS ′)}|
Rule subsumption The child suﬃx rule LHS → RHS is subsumed by the parent suﬃx rule LHS ′ → RHS ′ iﬀ
∃x ∈ Σ : (LHS = con (x, LHS ′) ∧ RHS = con (x,RHS ′))
Knowing these deﬁnitions, here are the properties of the tree we must build:
• The root’s |LHS | is minimal.
• Each node contains the rule with the highest frequency, where that rule is not subsumed by the parent’s rule.
• For every child node, LHS ′ = con (x, LHS ) where x ∈ Σ and LHS is the parent rule.
The tree building starts with an empty root node, by extracting all the aligned suﬃx rules according to the def-
initions above. For every node we have to ﬁnd the rule with the highest frequency and check whether or not it is
subsumed by the parent rule. In the latter case the found rule is the winning rule and we can append the new node to
the tree.
After this recursive building algorithm, we can start using the tree, this time in a bottom-up fashion. We traverse
the tree for each input word, and try to ﬁnd the ﬁrst matching rule from the deepest level. After we found it, we can
apply the transformation on the input word and return the result.
Of course this method depends heavily on the input training set, and we can only use TASR in case of agglutinative
languages, because only the suﬃxes are considered by the algorithm. However, if TASR is usable, it is by far the
easiest method, and it’s also quite fast. We tested the algorithm in case of three aﬃx types, as can be seen in ﬁgure 1.
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Fig. 1. TASR test results
As we expected, after verifying the training on shuﬄed random veriﬁcation data, we didn’t get 100%, but the
results are still above 90% which is pretty good regarding the ease of use.
2.2. OSTIA
Another but slightly more complex morphological method is OSTIA [5] or the Onward Subsequential Transducer
Inference Algorithm with which we can build an onward subsequential transducer using the training set. Let’s see
some deﬁnitions!
Transduction t ⊆ Σ∗ × Γ∗, t = {(s1, s2) | s1 ∈ Σ∗, s2 ∈ Γ∗} where s1 is the input word and s2 is the output word.
Rational transducer T = (Q,Σ, Γ, qλ, E) where
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• Q is the set of states
• Σ and Γ are the input and output alphabets, respectively
• qλ is the start state
• E ⊆ Q × Σ∗ × Γ∗ × Q is the set of transitions
Sequential transducer A rational transducer such that E ⊂ Q × Σ∗ × Γ∗ × Q and ∀ (q, a, u, q′) , (q, a, v, q′′) ∈ E →
u = v ∧ q′ = q′′
Subsequential transducer T = (Q,Σ, Γ, qλ, E, σ) such that the ﬁrst ﬁve components make a sequential transducer
and sigma : Q→ Γ∗ is the state output function.
Onward transducer ∀q ∈ Q, a ∈ Σ : lcp ({u | (q, a, u, q′) ∈ E} ∪ {σ (q)}) = λ where lcp returns the longest common
preﬁx of the given word set.
There is a very simple example for OSTIA in ﬁgure 2. [6]
q
a
 : 1
a :: λ
b :: 01
b :: 1 a :: 0
q
λ
 : λ
Fig. 2. A sample onward subsequential transducer
During production mode, we start from qλ (start state) and for every input character, we change our state and
append the output characters on the edge to the output word. After we reach the end of the input word, the end state’s
output characters are also appended and thus the output word is produced and the algorithm is ﬁnished.
As we can see, working with OSTIA is fairly easy, however the building algorithm is very diﬃcult and time
consuming. First, a tree is built up that is not yet optimal. The next step is a complex recursive algorithm that tries
to merge states and simplify the size of the network. Depending on the size of the training set, the resulting net can
contain hundreds or thousands of states and state changes, even after the merging is complete.
Although OSTIA is a more mature algorithm for learning string transformations, we didn’t achieve the same
promising results as with TASR, neither with our own implementation, nor with the built-in Matlab implementation.
3. String transformation model of morpheme analysis
In the proposed model, the letters are considered as compound structures described with a set of attributes. Based
on this approach, the standard set of alphabet characters can be extended to generalized characters. For example, the
supremum of characters ’a’ and ’u¨’ is an abstract character symbolizing short vowels. An inﬂection form is described
with a set of character transformation. The optimal path of character transformation is determined with an edit distance
method. After selection of the transformation path, the transformation rule is constructed with the following elements:
γ
(
γprc, γtrp, γpoc, γpoi, γ f uc
)
where
• γprc: preﬁx context
• γtrp: transformation path
• γpoc: postﬁx context
• γpoi: position index
• γ f uc: full context
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The length of the preﬁx and postﬁx contexts is a parameter of the learning algorithm. The preﬁx context is used
to identify the preceding sequence of characters, while postﬁx context contains the following sequence of characters.
The full context is the concatenation of the separate context components. It includes three parts: the preﬁx context,
the transformation path context and the postﬁx context.
Taking the training example (alma; alma´t), the transformation rule is given with the following values:
• preﬁx context: alm
• transformation path: a\a´.-\t
• postﬁx context: #
• position index: 3
• full context: alma#
In the rule description, the symbol # denotes the string terminal and . stands for the concatenation operation.
The goal of the learning algorithm is to determine the hidden dependency between the context part and the transfor-
mation path. In our approach, the generalization of the transformation rules is an important component of the learning
algorithm. The generalization is performed with a speciﬁc intersection operator consisting of the followimg steps:
• intersection of the transformation paths
• adjustment of the preﬁx and postﬁx context
• intersection of the preﬁx and postﬁx context
• adjustment of position index
The intersection of the context parts is performed with the intersections of characters. The character level intersec-
tion is based on the lattice of generalized characters (Λ) as
c1 ∧ c2 = supΛ {c1, c2}
A partial ordering can be deﬁned among the transformation rules. The ordering is based on the subset relationship
among the context parts:
γ1 ≤ γ2 ⇔ γ1c ⊆ γ2c
where γ1, γ2 denote two transformation rules. Based on this partial ordering, a decision tree of transformation rules
can de constructed.
3.1. Sample
Here is a sample lattice generated from the word pairs in table 2.
Table 2. Input word pairs
Base word Accusative form
alma alma´t
kutya kutya´t
valo´ valo´t
duzzanat duzzanatot
We can see the generated concept lattice in ﬁgure 3.
Table 3 contains the content of each node other than E – which is associated with every attribute but no objects –
and F – for which the opposite is true.
In the table, c denotes a consonant, while v is an arbitrary vowel.
The generation of the rule lattice relates to the mechanism used in building of formal concept lattices. In the
theory of formal concept analysis or FCA [7], the incremental lattice construction method is based on the fact that
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Fig. 3. A sample concept lattice
Table 3. Sample concept lattice node contents
Node index Preﬁx context Transformation Following context Position Context
1 * -\t # 1 *#
2 c v -\t # 1 cv#
3 v c c a\a´.-\t # 1 vcca#
4 anat -\o.-\t # 1 anat#
5 valo´ -\t # 1 valo´#
6 alm a\a´.-\t # 1 alma#
7 kuty a\a´.-\t # 1 kutya#
the intension part of new or updated concepts is the intersection of the new concept intent with the intent parts of the
existing concepts. This simple rule can be used to implement a base algorithm for construction of the transformation
rule lattice.
4. Test Data
To test morphological algorithms such as the concept lattice builder presented in this paper, a pretty big test data set
was collected from the Internet. As the target language of our research area is the Hungarian language, the Electronical
Hungarian Library 1 was used as the source of the test data collection. This library contains tons of Hungarian books
that can be downloaded in electronical form for free. The available formats are PDF, DOC, DOCX and HTML that
can be consumed easily using Java frameworks.
The site is structured hierarchically: on the ﬁrst level there is a paginated list of links to the documents themselves,
where we can ﬁnd further links to the diﬀerent formats. Note, however, that not all documents are stored in all
1 http://mek.oszk.hu/
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supported formats, so we have to use those formats that exist. Because of the paginated nature of the site, we can
use Java 8 streams and massive parallelism to achieve our goal of collecting and processing every stored document
of the site. This way each page, and within the page each document can be processed in separate parallel threads,
dependending on the capabilities of the host machine.
One necessary trick was to pay attention to hyphenation, as the last words of each line could be lost otherwise.
When we found two words where the ﬁrst word ended with a hyphen, we merged the two words together. Also,
as many words appeared multiple times, before saving the results, we dropped every duplicate. The ﬁnal results
contained 13 345 903 lines, but not all of them were real Hungarian words. To ﬁlter the false positives – and also
retrieve the morphological structure of the real words – we used Hunmorph [8] which is an open-source tool written
in OCaml that can return the diﬀerent parts and aﬃxes of Hungarian words.
As an example if we give the Hungarian word ablakokat, Hunmorph will tell as that the base word is ablak, and
it’s in plural accusative form. Executing the same command for all the possible words, there are two types of results:
either Hunmorph will give as back a valid structure, or it will tell us that it doesn’t know the given word. The latter
case means that the word is presumably not a real word. After this step we dropped all the unknown words, still
keeping 2 515 570 real words.
In order to get real training data from the list, we have to ﬁlter the results further and transform the words into
word pairs. Our main goal is to learn inﬂection, so ﬁrst we have to decide which aﬃx we want to choose. If we
decide on the accusative form for example, we have to search for all the words whose last aﬃx is the ACC according
to Hunmorph, and from the morphological structure, get the base word. This way all the words in accusative form
will have a corresponding word pair whose left word is the base form, whilst the right word is the accusative form.
Similarly, we can do the above task for diﬀerent aﬃx types as well, like plural form, past tense, etc. After that
we will have sets of word pairs that relate to one of the chosen aﬃx types, and we can use them as training sets for
morphological algorithms. Before constructing the test data sets, a simple tree was built to reﬂect the diﬀerent types
of aﬃxes in the whole data set and their occurrences. An excerpt of this tree can be seen in ﬁgure 4.
Fig. 4. Tree of aﬃx types
Based on the preliminary test results, the main beneﬁt of the proposed lattice-based inﬂection is the ability of more
ﬂexible generalization. During the operation mode, the input is the base word to be inﬂected. The role of the generated
rule lattice is similar to a decision tree, it is used to ﬁnd the best matching context.
One of the ﬁrst proposals to apply a concept lattice for classiﬁcation problems is [9]. In this model, one of the
attributes (ac) is marked as class label. A classiﬁcation rule describes the dependeny of the class labels from the
attributes. In our approach, the context is the attribute part and the transformation rule is the class label.
The goodness of a rule is measured with the conﬁdence of the rule:
con f (a⇒ c) = |m (a ∧ ac = c)||m (a)|
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The higher the condence value, the more accurate the classication rule is. The m ( f ) symbol denotes the set of
training samples meeting that match the predicate f . A transformation rule is consistent if
con f (a⇒ c) = 1
It can be easily veriﬁed that the consistency of a superconcept cannot be higher than the consistency of the child
rules. A consistent rule is a most general consistent rule if none of its generalized super rules is consistent.
4.1. Comparison with the TASR method
The proposed method diﬀers in many aspects from the current known approaches. It provides more ﬂexibility and
a higher ability of generalization. Comparing our method with the leading TASR method, the proposed method can
be charaterized by the following properties:
• The application of generalized character set provides a ﬁner and more accurate generalization of the rules.
• The transformation can occur at any position of the words, the supported inﬂection forms involve suﬃx, inﬁx
and preﬁx forms.
• It uses a ﬂexible method called edit distance or Levenshtein distance calculation for discovering the transfor-
mation steps.
• A lattice structure is built up instead of a tree structure at the intermediate phase. This enables the construction
of an optimized decision tree. The main benets of the lattice-based approach is the systematic processing of all
possible closed groups of formulas to lter out the formulas with highest correlation to a class label.
Based on our preliminary test results, the proposed method can provide a better accuracy for untrained cases. In
our investigation, the next step will be focused on the eﬃciency analysis of the proposed method.
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